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MODULES OVER DEDEKIND PRIME RINGS II
HIDETOSHI MARUBAYASHI
(Received May 8, 1973)
This paper is mainly concerned with the investigation of modules over
Dedekind prime rings. Throughout this paper R will denote a Dedekind prime
ring and P will denote a nonzero prime ideal of R. For an exact sequence
(E): 0-+L—>M->N^0 of right /^-modules, we shall define the concepts of
P "-purity (ntίω), P°°-purity and T°°-purity as follows:
(i) (E) is PM-pure if and only if MPm Π L=LPm for every natural number
(ii) (E) is P°°-ρure if and only if the sequence 0^LP^MP->NP->0 is
splitting exact.
(iii) (E) is Γ^-pure if and only if the sequence 0 -> L
τ
 -> M
τ
 -* N
τ
 -> 0 is
splitting exact,
where MP is the P-primary submodule of M and Mτ is the torsion submodule
of M. In case of abelian groups, these purities were discussed by [14] and [6]
from the point of view of relative homological algebra. An essential right ideal
/ of R is said to be completely faithful if R/I is completely faithful (cf. [2]). A
torsion i?-module M is said to be C-primary if, for every wieM, ml=θ for
some completely faithful right ideal / of R. By the same way as in (ii) above,
we can define the concept of C "-purity. The concepts of Pn (n^ω)-pure,
P°°-pure, C°°-ρure and Γ°°-pure injective envelopes of P-modules will be intro-
duced by an analogy of pure injective abelian groups (cf. [4]). One of our
purposes of this paper is to generalize some results in [6] on these purites in
abelian groups to the case of modules over Dedekind prime rings and to determine
the structures of these four kinds of pure injective envelopes (Sections 1 and 2).
As an application of Sections 1 and 2, we study, in Section 3, relationships
between short exact sequences and long exact sequences on the relative homo-
logical algebra. Some of results in this section are extensions of those of abelian
groups to modules over Dedekind prime rings, and new are the other results.
When R is a commutative Dedekind domain, it is well known that Ext(M, R)=0
and R is not cotorsion, then every submodule of M with countable rank is
projective. Further if Ext(M, i?) = 0 = Horn (M, R), then M is divisible,
torsion-free or M = 0 (cf. [13]). In Section 4, we shall generalize these results
to a Dedekind prime ring which is not simple. In Section 5, the concept of a
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P-basic submodule of an i?-module will be introduced by an analogy of that of
an abelian group (cf. [4]). Under the assumption dimR=dim RjP, we show
that any i?-module possesses a P-basic submodule and that the dimension of
any two P-basic submodules of a module is an invariant for the module. If R
is a commutative Dedekind domain, then dimi?=dim R/P.
In an appendix we shall present some elementary facts on cotorsion
i?-modules which are obtained by modifying the methods used in the corres-
ponding ones on abelian groups. Some of these results are used in this paper.
1. P*-pure projective and Pw-ρure injective modules
Throughout this paper, R will denote a Dedekind prime ring with the two-
sided quotient ring Q and K=Q/R. By a module we shall understand a unitary
right i?-module. In place of ®R, Hom^, Ext# and Tor^, we shall just write
®, Horn, Ext, and Tor, respectively. Since R is hereditary, Tor M =0=Ext
Λ
for all w>l, and so we shall use Ext for Ext1 and Tor for Tor^ Let P be a
prime ideal of R and let i?P be the completion of R at P in the sense of Goldie
[5]. Then RP=0)k, where ί) is a complete, discrete valuation ring with a uni-
que maximal ideal β0 (cf. Theorem 1.1 of [7]). In particular, RP is a bounded
Dedekind prime ring. If M is P-primary, then M is in a natural way an RP-
module and is torsion as an i?P-module. So if M is indecomposable, P-primary
with O(M) = Pny then M is isomorphic to eRP\ePny where e is a uniform
idempotent in RP, and we denote it by R(Pn). For any module M and a subset
A of P, we define M[A]={m\m^My mA=0}.
A short exact sequence
(£) 0-> L - ^ M - ^ - > i V ^ 0
of modules is said to be Pn-pure if MPm Π f(L)=f{L)Pm for every m^n, where
m and n are natural numbers. (E) is said to be Pω-pure if it is Pw-ρure for
every natural number n. A module G is said to be Pn-pure projective if it
has the projective property relative to the class of PM-pure exact sequences.
Similarly, a module / is said to be Pn-pure injective if it has the injective property
relative to the class of PΛ-pure exact sequences. Pω-pure projective and
Pω-pure injective modules are defined in an obvious way.
Lemma 1.1. For an extension (E), the following three conditions are
equivalent:
( i ) (E) is Pn-pure.
f X
(ii) The sequence 0->L[Pn]-^-+M[Pn]-^->iV[PM] ->0 is splitting exact.
(iii) The sequence §^L\LPm-^M\MPm-^N\NPm-+ 0 is splitting
exact for every
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Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from the same argument as
in Theorem 5.1 of [13].
(iii) =#> (i): This is trival.
(i) ==> (iii): Let M=MjMPm and let L=LjLPm. Since MPm=Oy M is an
j?p-module, where ήP=0)k and ί) is a complete, discrete valuation ring. Let
e
n
 be the matrix unit with 1 in the (1, 1) position and zeros elsewhere. It is
evident that Le
n
 is pure in Me
n
 as a ^-module, and so Le
n
 is a direct summand
of Me
n
 by Theorem 3.12 of [9]. Thus L is a direct summand of M,
L e m m a 1.2. Every module can be embedded as a Pω-pure submodule in
a direct sum of a divisible module and a direct product of the modules R(Pn)
(n=l ,2 , ..).
Proof. Let M E D be modules, where D is divisible. Define k; M->
D®ΐlnM/MPn: k(x)=(x, J\{x+MPn)\ where XΪΞM. Then it is evident that
k is a monomorphism and that M is Pω-pure in D φ ΐ[
n
M/MPn. Since a direct
sum of modules is embedded in the direct product of the modules as a Pω-ρure
submodule, and M\MPn is a direct sum of the modules R{Pm) ( l^m^w),
we obtain that M is embedded as a Pω-pure submodule in a direct sum of a
divisible module and a direct product of the modules R(Pn) (w=l, 2, •••).
From Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, we have
(1.3) A module G is Pn-pure injective if and only if G=DQ)T, D is a
divisible module and T is a module with TPn=0 (cf. Theorem 2 of [6]).
(1.4) A module G is Pω-pure injective if and only if it is a direct summand
of a direct sum of a divisible module and a direct product of the modules R(Pn)
( n = l , 2 , ~ . ) .
Let M be a PΛ-pure submodule of a module G. We call the module G a
Pn-pure essential extension of M if there are no nonzero submodules S £ G with
5 n M = 0 and the image of M is P*-pure in G/S. By the similar arguments as
in §41 of [4], we obtain that maximal PΛ-pure essential extensions of M exist
and are unique up to isomorphism over M. Further G is a maximal Pw-pure
essential extension of M if and only if it is a minimal Pw-pure injective module
containing M as a PM-pure submodule. We may call a minimal Pn-pure
injective module containing M a s a Pw-pure submodule the Pn-pure injective
envelope of M. Similarly, we can define the PM-pure injective envelope of the
module.
A module M is said to be P-divisίble if MP=M. The union of all the
P-divisible submodules of M is itself P-divisible and will be denoted by
MP°°: if MP°°=0, then M will be said to be P-reduced. We write MPω=
ϊ\
n
MPn. In general, for any ordinal a we define MP«+1={MP*)Py and if a
is a limit ordinal, then we define M P Λ = f]
β
MPβ for β<a. There exists an
ordinal T such that MPT=MPT+\ It is clear that MP°°=MP\
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Now let E(MP«) be the injective envelope of MP« and let h: M^E(MP«)
be an extension of the inclusion map MPa-^E(MPoi). Define k: M-*E(MP")
@MjMPn\ k(m)=(h(tn), m+MPn), where W G I , and define g: M^E(MPω)
φil3ΓP: g{m)=(h{m)yf(m)), where MP=4im M\MPn and/: M->ΛdΓP is the canoni-
cal map. Then we have
Theorem 1.5. (i) The sequence
k
( 1 ) 0 -> M * E(MPn)®MjMPn -* Coker k-+0
is a Pn-pure injectίve resolution of M. E(MPn)φM/MPn is a Pn-pure injective
envelope of M and Coker k is divisible.
(ii) The sequence
( 2 ) 0 -* M - ^ > E(MPω)®UP -> Cokerg -> 0
is a Pω-pure injective resolution of M. E(MPω)φM is a Pω-pure injective envelope
of M and Coker g is divisible.
Proof, (i) It is clear that k is a monomorphism. First we shall prove
that Coker k is divisible. Let (d, tn+MP") be any element in E(MPn)®MIMPn
and let c be any regular element of R. We put y=^m—mc. Then (d, m-\-MPn)
-(d-h(y)ymc+MPn) = (h(y),y+MPn)ζΞk(M). Let df be an element of
E(MPn) with d-h(y)=d/c. Then we obtain (d, m+MPn)+k(M) = [{d\ m+
MPn)+k(M)]c. Hence Coker k is divisible. Using (iii) of Lemma 1.1, we
can easily show that the sequence (1) is PM-pure. It remains to show that
E(MPn)®M/MPn is the PM-pure injective envelope of M. Let G=D@C be
the PΛ-pure injective envelope of M> where D is divisible and CPn=0. We
may assume that MGGS>E(MPn)Q)MIMPn by the same way as in Lemma
41.3 of [4]. Since D=GPn, we have D^Df]M=GPnf]M=MPn and so
D^E(MPn). Thus D=E(MPn\ because E(MPn) is the maximal divisible
submodule of E(MPn)®M/MPn. Thus we may assume that C^M\MPn. On
the other hand, since MjMPn can be embedded, in a natural way, into G\Ώ ( = C),
we have C ^M\MPn and thus C=M/MPn. Therefore E(MPn)φM/MPn is a
P*-pure injective envelope of M.
Since MPjf{M) is divisible, (ii) follows from the same argument as in (i).
REMARK. The results on PM-pure projective and Pω-pure projective
modules are obtained by modifying the methods used in the corresponding ones
on abelian groups (cf. Theorems 2,3, 28 and 31 of [6]). So we shall give these
results without the proofs.
(1.6) A module G is PM-pure projective if and only if G=F®T, where F
is a projective module and T is % module such that TPn=Q,
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(1.7) A module G is Pω-pure projective if and only if it is a direct sum of
a projective module and the modules R(Pn) (n=l, 2, •••).
Let F——> M-*0 be exact with F projective. Defineg: F®M[P"]->M:
g(x,y)=f(x)+y(xe^F and y^M[Pn]), and define h: F0^eM[P*]-^M:
h(xfy)=f(x)+yί+^ +yk,whtrox^F^ndy=y1+'-+yk^^2nφM[Pn]. Then
we have
(1.8) The sequence
0 — Kerg -> F®M[Pn] - ^ M -* 0
is a Pn-pure projective resolution of M.
(1.9) The sequence
0 -> Ker h -> FΘΣ«ΘM[PΛ] -A* M -> 0
is a Pω-pure projective resolution of M.
2. S°°-ρure projective and S°°-ρure injective modules ( S = P , C, or Γ)
Let M be a module. M is said to be completely faithful if every submodule
of every factor module of M is faithful (cf. [2]). An essential right ideal I of R
is completely faithful if RjI is completely faithful. Let / and / are completely
faithful right ideals of R. Then I f] J and r~1I={x\x^Ri rx<=I} are both
completely faithful, where r^R. Thus M
c
={m|/«GM, ml=θ for some com-
pletely faithful right ideal / of R} is a submodule of M and it is said to be a
C-prίmary submodule of M. We will denote the torsion submodule of M by
M
τ
 and will denote the P-primary submodule of M by MP. By Theorem 1.4
of [8] and Theorem 3.2 of [9], M
r
= M
c
® Σ p φ M P . Let / be an essential
right ideal of R. Define ^—{qlq^Q, qlS^R}. We put Q
c
= \JI~\ where /
ranges over all completely faithful right ideals of R. By Proposition 5.1 of [8],
Qc= U/~\ where / ranges over all completely faithful left ideals of R. The
union of the submodules P~n of Q for all n^>0 will be denoted by QP. We
will denote the (R, i?)-bimodule QjR by K. It is evident that K = Q
c
jR®
^P®QPIR and that K
c
=Q
c
jR, KP=QPjR. We put Λ^Γ-lim M/MI, where /
ranges over all essential left ideals of R. Then i? is a ring and il2Γ is an
i?-module (cf. §4 of [15]). Further we can easily see that ί = J ?
c
θ Π p ^ p as a
ring, where R
c
=limR/I, where /ranges over all completely faithful left ideals
of R. If M is a C-primary left P-module, then M i s a left j?
c
-module. A
module M is said to be C-dίvίsίble if MI=M for every completely faithful left
ideal / of R. We will denote the maximal C-divisible submodule of M by
MC°°; if MC°°=0, then M is said to be C-reduced. We write MC1=ΓϊMIJ
where / ranges over all completely faithful left ideals of R. By induction, we
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can define the submodule MC* for every ordinal a* There exists an ordinal T
such that MCr=MCτ+1. It is evident that MC°°=MCT. We put MT1= Π MI,
where / ranges over all completely faithful left ideals and all nonzero ideals of
R. Similarly, we can define the submodule MT* for every ordinal α. There
exists an ordinal σ such that MTσ=MTσ+\ It is evident that MTσ is the
maximal divisible submodule of M. We will denote the maximal divisible sub-
module of M by MT00.
Let S be any one of the set {P, C, T}. A short exact sequence 0->L-»
-+M-+N-+0 is said to be S°°-pure if the sequence 0->L
s
->M
s
-^N
s
->0 is
splitting exact. In this section, we shall determine the structure of S^-pure
projective and 5°°-pure injective modules. For a convenience, we call the
torsion submodule M
τ
 of the module M the T-pήmary submodule of M. Let
F > M-> 0 be exact, where F is projective. Define g: F(&MS->M: g(x, y)=
f(x)+y, where x^F and y^M
s
. Then we have
Theorem 2.1. Let S be any one of the set {P, C, T}. Then
(i) A module G is S°°-pure projective if and only if G=H®Ly where H is
projective and L is S-primary.
(ii) The sequence
0 -> Ker# -> F®MS — M -> 0
is an S°°-pure projective resolution of M (cf. Theorems 8, 10, 11 and 12 of [6]).
Proof, (i) The sufficiency is clear. Conversely suppose that G is S^-pure
projective. The S^-pure exact sequence
yields the exact sequence
0 = Hom(G
s
, X) -> Ext(G/G
s
, X) — > Ext(G, X),
where X is any projective module. Now let (JF): 0 - » X - > Z - > G / G S - ^ 0 be
any extension of X by G/G
s
. Then we consider the following commutative
diagram with exact rows:
(Fβ): 0 - > X - Y->
I i
(F): 0^X->Z-
Since (F) is S°°-ρure and G is ^""-pure projective, it is evident that (Fβ) splits.
Hence Im/3*=0 and thus Ext(G/G
s
, X)=0 for every projective module X.
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Since R is hereditary, this implies that G/G
s
 is projective. Therefore we have
G = G / G
s
φ G
s
, as desired,
(ii) This is trivial.
A module G is called cotorsion if Ext(iV, G)=0 for every torsion-free module
N. Since any torsion-free module can be embedded into a direct sum of copies
of Q, G is cotorsion if and only if Ext(ζ), G)—0, The properties of cotorsion
modules are investigated in the appendix and some of these results are needed
in this section.
Theorem 2.2. Let S be a prime ideal P of R or C. Then
(i) A module G is S°°-pure injective if and only if G=D®H, where D is
divisible, and H is reduced, cotorsion and is an ί(
s
-module.
(ii) A module G is T°°-pure injective if and only if G=D®//, where D is
divisible and H is reduced, cotorsion (cf. Theorems 9 and 10 of [6]).
Proof, (i) Since the proof for the case S~C is the similar to the proof for
the case S=P, we shall only give the proof for the case S=P. First assume
that G=D(BH, where D is divisible, and H is reduced, cotorsion and is an RP-
module. We shall prove that Ext(X, H)=0 for every module X with XP=0.
Since H is reduced and cotorsion, we have H=Έxt(KC) H)(BTJP.Ext(KP.y H)
by (A.4) in the appendix, where P t ranges over all nonzero prime ideals of R.
Since H is an j£P-module, HI=H for every prime ideal / ( φ P ) and for every
completely faithful left ideal / of R. Hence Ext(KP., H)=0=Έxt(Kc, H) for
every P^P. It is clear that X is embedded in a direct sum of minimal right
ideals of Q, copies of KP. ( P φ P t ) and Kc. So we have Ext(Z, H)=0 from the
above discussion. Let 0->A->Y-^B->0 be any P°°-pure exact sequence.
Then we obtain the following commutative diagram with exact rows and column:
/ , H)
8, ϊ
Hom(Y,H) -^Hom(A,H) — U Ext(£, H)
1 I δ2 i
Hom( Yp, H) -> Hom(AP, H) — U Ext(£P, H).
Since Im 82=0=Έxt(BIBP, H), we have Im δx = 0. Therefore H is P°°-pure
injective, as desired. Conversely, suppose that G—D®H is P°°-pure injective,
where D is divisible and H is reduced. It is clear that Ext( Y, G)=0 for every
torsion-free module Y, and so G is cotorsion. Therefore H^Έxt{K
c
, i / ) φ
Π Έxt(KP., H). Since all extensions of H by KP. (P t φ P ) and of H by Kc
are P°°-pure, we obtain Ext(KP.y H) = 0 = Έxt(Kc> H). Hence we have
H^Έxt(KPy H).
(ii) follows from the similar arguments as in (i)
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Let S be any one of the set {P, C, T}. A submodule M of a module G
is said to be FS°°-pure if G/M has no S-primary submodules. Let M be an
PS^-pure submodule of G. Then G is called an FS°°-pure essential extension
of M if there are no nonzero submodules L C G with L f l M = 0 and the image
of M is FS^-pure in GjL. Let M be an S°°-pure submodule of a module G.
We call the module G an S°°-pure essential extension of M if there are no nonzero
submodules L £ G with L Π M = 0 and the image of M is S°°-ρure in GjL.
In the remainder of this section, we shall define an iS^-pure injective
envelope of a module and determine the structure of the *S°°-pure injective
envelope of a module. For this purpose we need to extend one of the result of
Nunke [13], which is also useful in §3. The exact sequence 0^R->Q
s
->K
s
^>0
yields the exact sequences
0 -» Tor(M, K
s
) -> M -1-+ M®QS ,
"Άom{KSy M) -> Hom(g s, M) -^-> M -* Ext(Ks, M),
where f(m)=m®\ and g(a)=a{\)- In particular, if S = Ty then QT=Q and
K=KT. A module M is said to be T-reduced if it is reduced.
Proposition 2.3. Let S be any one of the set {P, C, Γ}. Then (i) Kerf=M
s
.
(ii) 7τw g=MS°°. If M
s
=0, then g induces an isomorphism
Hom(QSyM)^MS°°.
The module M is S-reduced if and only if Hom(Q
s
, M)=0.
Proof, (i) follows from the similar way as in (a) of Theorem 3.2 of [13].
In order to prove (ii) we need two lemmas.
Lemma 2.4. Let 0 ^ L - ^ M ^ i V - > 0 be a C°°-pure exact sequence\ then
MJ Γl L=LJ for every completely faithful left ideal J of R.
Proof. This is clear from the definition of C°°-purity and the similar
arguments as in Lemma 5.2 of [13].
Lemma 2.5. Let S be a prime ideal P of R or C. If M is S-divisible, then
Ext(KS) M)=0=Ext(QSy M) and Img=M.
Proof. Since the proof for the case S= C is the similar to the one for the
case S=P, we shall only give the proof for the case S=P. From the exact
sequence 0 -> R —> QP -» KP -> 0, we obtain the exact sequence Ext (if F , M)~>
Ext(QPy M)->0. Hence it suffice to prove that Έxt(KP, M) = 0. First, if
M = Σ ® £ ? P , then the exact sequence O-
yields the exact sequence
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0 = Hom(ί:P, Σ θ ρ / ρ P ) -> Ext(KPy QP) - Έ*t(KP, Q) = 0
(the first term is zero, since Σθj2/£? P has no P-primary submodules). Hence
Έxt(KP, M)=0. Next, if M is torsion-free, then 0->M-^M®Q is exact.
Since M is P-divisible, MP'n=M in M®Q for every n. Hence M is a QP-
module, because QP= U«P~M. Thus we obtain an exact sequence Σ θ j J p - *
M->0, and this sequence induces the exact sequence
0 = Ext(jKp, Σ θ β p ) -* Έxt(KP9 M) -> 0 .
Finally if M is arbitrary, then we may assume that M is reduced. It is evident
that M
τ
 has no P-primary submodules. Hence Ext(jfiΓP, Mτ) = 0, since the
injective hull of M
τ
 has also no P-primary submodules. Applying Ext(i£P, )
to the exact sequence 0->M T ->M->M/M T -»0, we have
0 = Έxt(KPy Mτ) -> Ext(i^p, M) -> Ext(i^F, M\MT) = 0 .
Thus we have Ext(iζp, M)=0. The second assertion follows from the follow-
ing exact sequence:
0 — Hom(Xp, M) -> Hom(ρ p , M) -> M -> Ext(KPy M) = 0 .
Returning to the proof of the proposition, the exact sequences
0-^MP°°-+M->M/MP~^0 and 0 -> i? -> QP -+ KP -> 0
yield the commutative diagram with exact rows and columns:
Hom(Op, MP°°) -* MP0 0 -> Ext(KP, MP°°) = 0
1 1 1
Hom(ρ p, M) -> M -> Ext(ϋΓP, M)
I I 1
0 = Hom(ρF, M/MPη — M/MP- -> Ext(«p, M/MP00) .Since M\MP~ is P-reduced, we have Hom(ρ p , M/MP°°)=0. From this dia-
gram we easily obtain that Im g=MP°°.
The proofs for the cases S=C or S=T are similar to the one for the case
S=P.
Lemma 2.6. Let 0->L->M->iV->0 be an exact sequence such that
MJ Π L=LJ for every completely faithful left ideal J of R. Then the sequence
0->L
c
->M
c
-> JV
c
-*O is exact.
Proof. Let /be any completely faithful right ideal of R. Since I~λjR is
finitely generated C-primary, there are completely faithful left ideals /,- (ί^i^n)
such that I-'IR-JTi-iθRIJi by Theorem 3.11 of [2]. On the other hand, by
the assumption, we obtain the sequence O-^L/LJ-^MIMJ-^N/NJ-^O is exact
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for every completely faithful left ideal/ of R, and so the sequence 0
-^M®I-1/R-*N®I-1IR->0 is exact, because M®RIJ^MjMJ for every left
ideal / of R. Thus the sequence 0->L®KC~^M®KC->N®KC-> 0 is exact,
since K
c
=Y\vί\I~1IR> where/ ranges over all completely faithful right ideals of
R. Hence, by Proposition 2.3, the sequence 0 -> L
c
 -> M
c
 —> N
c
 -> 0 is exact.
Let S be a prime ideal P of R or C and let M=D(BH be any module,
where Z) is divisible and H is reduced. We have MS^—DφHS00, and so
E(MSoo)=DφE(HSo°). Let/;: H^E(HS°°) be an extension of the inclusion
map HS°°-^E(HS~) and let/: M->£( M 5 ° ° ) : f{d, x) = (d, £(*)), where rfeD
and x^H. From the exact sequence 0->i?->ζ)
s
->i£
s
^0, we obtain the map
#: M^Ext(i£
s
, M). Define A: M^£(MS°°)θExt(i£
s
, M): h(m)=(f(tn),g(m)).
Then we have
Lemma 2.7. Le£ S be a prime ideal P of R or C. Then the exact sequence
( 1) 0-+M > E(MS°°)®Έxt(KSi M) -> Coker h -> 0
ts FS°°-pure, and Coker h is divisible.
Proof. Since the proof for the case S=C is similar to the proof for the
case S=P, we shall only give the proof for the case S=P. First we shall
prove that Coker h is divisible. From the following commutative diagram, it is
evident that Ext(^F, M)jg(M) is divisible and has no P-primary submodules.
M >Ext(K,M) ->Ext(O,Af) -> 0
1 , 1 I
M -£-+ Ext(KP, M) — Vxt(QP, M) — 0I
0.
Let (dy x) be any element of E(MP°°)φExt(KPf M) and let c be any regular
element of R. Since Έxt(KP, M)jg{M) is divisible, there exist y<=Έxt(KPy M)
and m^M such that x—yc=g(m). Then (d, x)—(d—f(m)y yc)=(f(m), g(m))=
h(m). Let d
x
 be any element of E(MP°°) with d—f{nί)=d
x
c. Then we obtain
(d, x)+h(M)=[(dly y)+h(M)]c, as desired. Next we shall prove that the
sequence (1) is Pω-ρure. To prove this, let Pn = Rp
λ
-\ ]
r
Rp
ι
 and let
h(fn) = 'Σtl1(di,xi)pi be any element of h(M)f] [E(MP°°)® Ext(KP, M)]Pn.
Thenf(m)=J]il1dipi and £(m)=Σ*-i*//>,- S ί n c e Ext(i£P, M)/g(M) has no P-
primary submodules, g(M) is a P°°-ρure submodule of Ext(i£p, M). Therefore
ί W ^ Σ ί i i ί W ί / f°r some m^M. By Proposition 2.3, m—Y^^niipi^MP00
SiMPn. Hence there are elements m^M such that m=^li=imipi- Thus we
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obtain h(m)=^il1h{m/i)pi^h(M)Pny and so (1) is Pω-ρure. This implies that
the sequence
0 -> h(M)P -* [E{MPη®Ext(KP, M)]P -> (Coker h)P -+ 0
is exact. Finally we shall prove that (Coker λ) P =0. To prove this, we put
M=D®Hy where D is divisible and H is reduced. Then MP
OO
=D®HPO°.
It follows immediately that (HP°°)P=:0, and so [E(MP°°)]P=DP. It is also
evident that g(M)P=Ext(KP, M)P. From the exact sequence 0->HP°°->H-+
HjHP°° -> 0, we obtain the exact sequence:
0 — Tor(#P°°, KP) -* Tor(#, ΛΓP) — Tor(#/#P~, KP) -> HP°°®KP = 0
(The last term is zero, since i/P°° is P-divisible and KP is P-primary). Hence,
by Proposition 2.3, we have the exact sequence:
(2 ) 0 = (#P°°)P - HP - (H/HPηp -> 0 .
Now let (rf, x) be any element of [E(MP°°)®Έxt(KP, M)]P. Then we may
assume that x=g(y) with y^H. Further we consider the following commuta-
tive diagram with exact rows and column:
0
I
( 3 ) Hom(ρP, H) > H > Έxt{KPy H) (=Έxt(KP, M))
I 1 I
0 = Hom(ρ p , H/HPη — HjHP- -> Ext(ΛΓP,By (2) and (3), we may assume that y^HP. Hence /(y) = 0, because
E(HPoo)p=0. It is clear that ^(J) = 0. Therefore we obtain (d, x)=(f(d),
g(d))+(f(y)> g(y))^(HM))p> a n d so (Coker A)P=0. Thus (1) is PP~-pure.
By Lemma 2.7, every module can be embedded as an PAS^-pure submodule
in an /S^-pure injective module and so we can adapt the Maranda's method
(cf. §41 of [4]) to the ί\S°°-pure extensions of the module. Thus we obtain the
following two results:
(i) Maximal .fW-pure essential extensions of the module exist and are
unique up to isomorphism.
(ii) Any maximal ί\S°°-pure essential extension is ^ - p u r e injective.
Further we have
Lemma 2.8. Let S be a prime ideal PofRor C. For any modules MQ G,
the following three conditions are equivalent:
( i ) G is a maximal FS°°-pure essential extension of M.
(ii) G is a maximal S°°-pure essential extension of M.
(iii) G is a minimal S°°-pure injective module containing M as an S°°-pure
submodule.
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Proof. Let N be an S°°-pure injective module containing M as an FS°°-
pure submodule, and let B be an S°° (or an i*\S°°)-ρure essential extension of M.
Then it is evident that the identity map of M can be extended to a monomor-
phism of B into N. Let G be a maximal FS°°-purt essential extension of M.
If there exists a submodule O φ i c G with LP[M=0 and the image of M is
S^-pure in G/Ly then we obtain a monomorphism: G > G/L-+Gy where/ is
a natural homomorphism and so L=0, which is a contradiction. Therefore G
is an S^-pure essential extension of M. Now from the above discussions, the
equivalency of (i), (ii) and (iii) are evident.
We may call a minimal S°°-ρure injective module containing a given
module M as an *S°°-ρure submodule the S°°-pure injective envelope of M.
Now it is easy to characterize the S^-pure injective envelope of a module M.
Theorem 2.9. Let S be a prime ideal P of R or C. Then the sequence
h
0-+M • E(MS°«)®Ext(KSy M) -> Coker h-+0
is the S°°-pure injective resolution of M. E{MS°°)@Ext(KSy M) is the S°°-pure
injective envelope of M, and Coker h is divisible, where h is as Lemma 2.7.
Proof. By Lemma 2.7, we may only prove that E(MS°°)φExt(K
s
, M) is
the AS°°-pure injective envelope of M. To prove this, suppose that MQB^G,
where B is a maximal i*\$°°-ρure essential extension of M and G=E(MS°°)φ
Έxt(K
s
, M). Let B=D($H, where D is divisible and H is reduced. Since
HS°° = 0 (see Theorem 2.2), it is evident that D=E(MS°°). Thus we have
B = E(MS~)®{Ext(K
s
, M) n B). Since MS°°=BS°° n M and BS~ = GS°°=
E(MS°°)y we may assume that M=MIMSOOGB=BIBS°OQG=GIGS°° in a
natural way. These inclusions yield the following commutative diagram (see
(A.4) in the appendix):
β
Ext(K
s
, M)
because B and G are S-reduced and £°°-pure injective. On the other hand,
since GjM (^Έxt(K
s
, M)jg{M)) is divisible and has no S-primary submodules,
we have an exact sequence 0=Hom(ί :
s
, G/M)^Ext(KSy M)—^Ext(KSy G)->
G/M)=0. Thus we obtain that β*a* is an isomorphism. Hence β
is an isomorphism and so B—G.
Let M=D(BH be any module, where D is divisible and H is reduced, and
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let/: M->D be the extension of the identity map: D-^D such that f(H)=0.
From the exact sequence 0^R^Q-^K~>0y we obtain the map h: M~->
Ext(K, M). Define g: M->D®Έxt(K, M): g(m)=(f(m), h(m)). Then, by the
similar argument as in Theorem 2.9, we have
Theorem 2.10. The sequence
0 -> M - ^ - * D®Ext(K, M) — CoJfeβr^  -» 0
is a T°°-pure injective resolution of M. DζBExt(K, M) is a T°°-pure injective
envelope of M, and Coker g is divisible and torsion-free.
3. Long exact sequences
Let (E): 0-^L->M-+N->0 be an extension of L by N. Then the
mapping (E)-*X(E) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the
equivalence classes of extensions of L by N and the elements of Ext(iV, L),
where X(E)=δ(ί), 8: Hom(L, L)->Ext(iV, L) is the connecting homomorphism
defined by (E) and / is the identity endomorphism. Further, Baer multiplica-
tion in the equivalence classes of extensions of L by N is carried into the
addition in Ext(iV, L) (cf. Theorem 1.1 of [1, ch. XIV]). Let S be any one of
the set {Pn (n^ω), P°°, C°°, Γ°°}. If a short exact sequence (E): 0->L->M
-+N-+0 is 5-pure, then (£) is said to be an S-pure extension of L by N. It is
evident that the set of equivalence classes of *S-pure extensions of L by N is a
subgroup of the equivalent classes of extensions of L by N. We will denote
the corresponding subgroup of Ext(iV, L) by Sext(iV, L). First we shall give
some elementary facts about Sext(iV, L).
Proposition 3.1. (i) Let S be any element of the set {Pn (n^ω), P°°, C°°,
T~} and let f: M-+N be a homomorphism. Thenf* (Sext(X, M))^Sext(Xy N)
andf* (Sext(N, X))QSext(M, X)for every module X.
(ii) Let S be any element of the set {P, C, T}. If N
s
=0 or L is S-divisible,
then Ext(N, L)=S°° ext(N, L). In case S=P> the converse also holds.
Proof, (i) follows from the definition and Lemmas 1.1, 2.4.
(ii) If N
s
 = 0, then it is clear that Ext(ΛΓ, L)=S°° ext(iV, L). If L is
S-divisible, then L
s
=0; because we may assume that L is reduced. Now let
0->L->X-^N->0 be any extension of L by N. From this exact sequence,
we obtain the exact sequence:
0 = Tor(L, K
s
) -> Tor(X, K
s
) -> Tor(iV, K
s
y-> L®KS = 0 .
(The last term is zero, because L is /S-divisible). Thus, by Proposition 2.3,
the exact sequence 0^L->X->N->0 is 5°°-ρure. Therefore Ext(iV, L)=
S°°ext(N,L). Finally, in case S=P, assume that Ext(iV, L)=P°°ext(iV, L)
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and that JVpφO. Then N contains a simple, P-primary module. So we may
assume that 'ΣfξBN SP'1 JR. This inclusion map yields the exact sequence
Ext(Σ0iV, L) = P°°ext(Σ0ΛΓ, L)^Ext(P-Vi?, L ) ^ 0 . Hence we have
Ext(P"71?, L)=P~ ext(P-VΛ, L) by (i). Since P~ ext(P-7#, L)=0, we have
LjLP=0 by Proposition 3,2 of [15], and so L is P-divisible.
Now we can proceed as in [4] and [6] to obtain the following fundamental
results (cf. Theorem 53.7 of [4] and Theorems 5, 13 of [6]).
Theorem 3.2. Let S be any one of the set {Pn (n^ω), P°°, C°°, Γ°°}. //
a short exact sequence
( 1 ) 0-+L->M->N->0
is S-pure, then for every module X, the following sequences are exact:
Hom(X, N) -^->Sext(Xy L) -» Sext(X, M) -* Sext{X, N) -> 0 ,
Hom(L, X) —^>Sext(Ny X) -> Sext(My X) -* Sext(L, X) -> 0 ,
δ, αr^ the connecting homomorphisms induced by (1).
Lemma 3.3. L*J 5 be any one of the set {P, C, Γ}. 7/0->L->M->ΛΓ
0 w S°°-pure exacty then MS* Π L=LS
a
 for all ordinals a.
Proof. First we shall prove that XSa Π Xg^XsS0* for any module X and
any ordinal a. The exact sequence 0-+X
s
->X->XIX
s
-^0 is S°°-pure and so
XS1f}X
s
=XsS1 by Lemmas 1.1 and 2.4. Hence, for any ordinal β<a, we
may assume that XSβnX
s
=XsSβ- If tf is a limit ordinal, then the assertion
is clear from the definition. If a is not a limit ordinal, then XS*~1Γ\Xs=
X
s
S*-\ Thus XS'-ηXsS*'1 is a submodule of X/X
s
 by a natural way. This
implies that the exact sequence O-+XSS*-
1
-*XS*-1-+XS*-1IXSS*~
1
-*Q ί s
5°°-pure. Hence we obtain
xs« n i
s
 = xs* n (xs*-1 n x
s
) - (xs^-1)^1 n XsS*-1 = x
s
s«.
Now we shall prove the assertion by induction on α. Assume that
MSβΓ\L=LSβ for every β<a. If a is a limit ordinal, then it is evident that
MS*f)L=LS«. If a is not a limit ordinal, then MS«-1Ϊ\L=LS*-1 and so
MS-ΊLS-^M/L. Thus we have (MS-VLS - ^
= [(M/L)
s
]*SfΛ"1. So, from the spliteness of the sequence
->0, we obtain the spliteness of the sequence O
VLS -^s-^O. Hence we get MS" Π L = MS» Π (MS""1 Π £) =
1
 n LSa-1=LSΛ.
Theorem 3.4. Lέtf 5 be any element of the set {Pn (w^ω), P°°, C°°, T°°}
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and let 0->M-^-*G-^->G/M-^0 be an exact sequence. Then f(M)^GS if
and only if the sequence
Ext(X, M) - ^ U Sext(Xy G) -^ Sext(Xy GjM) -> 0
is exact for every module X. In particular, if S= T°°y then Imf*=0.
Proof. If i? is the ring of integers and the sequence 0->L-+M->N-^0
is pure, then this result was proved by Irwin, Walker and Walker (cf. Theorem
22 of [6]). If S=Pn, then the theorem follows from the similar way as in
Theorem 22 of [6] replacing integers by the generators of Pn as a left i?-module.
If S=P°°, C°° or T°°y then, by the validity of Lemma 3.3, the proof of the
sufficiency proceeds just like that of Theorem 22 of [6] did. To prove the
necessity we consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
This diagram yields the commutative diagram:
Ext(Z, M) • Ext(Z, GS)
(iy> /* 1
Ext(Z, M) -^U Έxt(Xy G).
By Proposition 3.1, Έxt(Xy GS) = Stxt(Xy GS). Hence Im/*£Sext(X, G).
It is clear that £*(Sext(X, G))£Sext(X, GjM). To prove that g* is an epimor-
phism, let 0^H->F-*X->0 be an *S-ρure projective resolution of X. We
may assume that H is projective from the construction of H (see Theorem 2.1).
From the above exact sequence we obtain the following commutative diagram
with the exact first row and columns:
Hom(#, M) -> Hom(#, G) — Hom(#, G/M) — 0
1 I I
Sext(X, M) -+ Sext(X, G) -> Sext(Z, GjM)| | I
0 0 0
From this diagram, we can easily show that g* is an epimorphism.
If S=T°°y then, from the diagram (1), we have
Theorem 3.5. Let S be any one of the set {P, C, T} and let 0->L-^->
g
>MjL -> 0 be an exact sequence. Then M S S/(L) if and only if the sequence
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Ext {MIL, X) -> S°° ext{My X) -> S~ ext{L, X) -> 0
is exact for every module X.
Proof. First suppose that M
s
ξ^f(L). Then from the commutative dia-
gram with exact rows:
0 -* M
s
 -> M->MIMS -> 0
i-> MIL - > 0 ,
we obtain the commutative diagram:
Ext (MIL, X) -^—> Ext (M, X)
Ext(M/M
s
, X) > Ext(M, X).
By Proposition 3.1, Έxt{M/MSf X) = S°°txt{M/MSi X) and so
5°°ext(M, X). It is clear that /*(S~ext(M, A))GS~ext(L, X). Finally we
shall prove that/* is an epimorphism. Let 0-^X-^Y-^Z-^O be an S'-pure
injective resolution of X, where Z is divisible. From this exact sequence, we
obtain the following commutative diagram with exact columns:
Horn (M/L, Z) • Hom(M, Z) > Hom(L, Z) -> 0 (exact)
ext(M/L, X) -* S00 ext(M, X) ^ - > 5°° ext(L,
I I
0 0 0
From this diagram, we can easily show that/* is an epimorphism. To prove
the sufficiency, let {E): 0->H->F->MIL-+0 be a projective resolution of M/L.
By assumption, we obtain the exact sequence:
Ext(M/L, H) — S~ ext(M, H) -> S°° ext(L, H) -> 0 .
Now we consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
(Eg)- O^H^Y-^U M
(E) : 0 -
where M@F^Y={(m, x)\y(x)=m+L}. Since H
s
=0. and 0^H
s
^Y
s
^
M
s
-»0 is splitting exact, we obtain the isomorphism a: YS^MS. Let m be
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any element of M
s
. Then there exists an element y^(m'y x)<= Ys such that
a(y)=m. Since a(y)=m', we have m'=m. Further F is torsion-free, and so
we have x=0. Hence m+L=ga(y)=yβ(y)=O, and thus M
s
Qf(L).
4. On the properties of modules M and N which follow from the
relation Ext(M, iV)=0
For an abelian group M, it is well-known that if Ext(M, Z)=0, then
every submodule of M with countable rank is free, and that if Ext(M, Z)=0
=Hom(M, Z), then M = 0 , where Z is the ring of the rational integers. These
results was proved for modules over commutative Dedekind domains by
Nunke [13]. In this section we shall extend these results to modules over
Dedekind prime rings which are not simple.
Lemma 4.1. Let M be a torsion-free module. Then every submodule of M
with countable dimension is projective if and only if every submodule of M with
finite dimension is projective.
Proof. The necessity is evident. To prove the sufficiency, we can assume
that M itself has a countable dimension. We now show that M is projective.
Since M has a countable dimension, there are countable infinite uniform sub-
modules {[/,} of M such that MNZ)Σe?7,.. We put M^iU^ φUJQΠM.
Then it is clear that M= \JtMi9 dim Mi=i, dimM t + 1/M,= l and Mi+JMi is
torsion-free. Since Mi+ι is projective, it is finitely generated. Hence Λf, +1/Λff
is projective by Theorem 3.1 of [9], and thus M is projective.
Lemma 4.2. Let R be not cotorsίon as a right R-module and let R be not
simple. If M is a finitely generated, projective left R-module and if M is a left
jk-module, then M=0.
Proof. Assume that MφO. Then there are finitely generated left free
^-module JF = J&® 0 $ and a left i?-module N such that F^MφN as
a left 2?-module. Let P be a nonzero prime ideal of R. Then we have
pfi^Plti®PA Since $ = $ C Θ Π P $ P > P&C=&C and PήP=ήPi (PφP,), we
obtain that
 P(i?)^lim RP/Pnjfcp^RP by the natural correspondence. So the
canonical map / : F^>Pft is an epimorphism. Hence the restriction map
g=f/M: M-> plίl is also epimorphism. On the other hand, since M is projec-
tive, g is a monomorphism and thus M^PM. Hence there is a left ideal / of
R such that the sequence
 FJ^->/->0 is exact. Hence PIt^I®L, where L is a
left Λ-module. By Theorem 2.4 of [2], we have / 0 θ / = ^ θ / for some
left ideal/ of R. Since
 P / = / , we have PjR^R as a left i2-module. Hence R
is complete in the P-adic topology and so R is Pω-pure injective as a right
i?-module by Theorem 1.5. Therefore R is cotorsion as a right i?-module,
which is a contradiction. So we have M=0.
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Lemma 4.3. If Ext (M, N)=0 and if NIΦNfor every maximal left ideal
I of R, then M is torsion-free.
Proof. Assume that M is not torsion-free. Then M contains a simple
module S. It is clear that S^I^/R, where / is a maximal left ideal of R.
Hence we obtain the exact sequence 0=Ext(M, JV)->Ext(/~7^> iV)-»0 and so
Ext(/-γi?, N)=0. On the other hand, by Proposition 3.2 of [15] Ext(/"7i?, N)
This is a contradiction from the assumption and so M is torsion-free.
Theorem 4.4. Let R be not cotorsion as a right R-module and let R be not
simple. If Ext (M, i?)=0, then M is torsion-free and every submodule of M with
countable dimension is projective (cf. Theorem 8.4 of [13]).
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, M is torsion-free. Further, by Lemma 4.1, we
need only show that every submodule of M with finite dimension is projective.
Ext(M, R)=0 implies that Ext(L, R)=0 for very submodule L of M. So we
may assume that M itself has a finite dimension and show that it is projective.
If dim M=n< oof then there are a finitely generated projective submodule U
and a torsion module T such that
( 1 ) 0 - t / ^ M - > Γ - * 0
is exact, where dim U=dimM. The sequence (1) yields the exact sequence as
a left i?-module:
( 2 ) Hom(C/, R) -> Ext(T, R) -> Ext(M, R) == 0 .
Thus Ext(Γ, R) is a finitely generated left jR-module. Applying Hom(T, ) to
0->R->Q->K^0, we obtain
( 3 ) 0 = Hom(Γ, Q) -> Hom(Γ, K) -> Ext(Γ, R) -> Ext(T, Q) = 0 .
Hence Hom(Tl, K) is finitely generated as a left i?-module. Since K is an
J^-module, Hom(Γ, K) is a left icί-module. If Horn (Γ, K) is torsion-free,
then Hom(Γ, K)=0 by Lemma 4.2. If Hom(Γ, K)
τ
φ0, then Hom(Γ, K)j
Hom(Γ, K)
τ
 is torsion-free and is an J^-module. So it is zero and thus
Hom(Γ, K) is torsion. By Theorem 3.11 of [2], Hom(Γ, ϋCJ^Λ/Λφ —0/?//,,,
where /t is an essential left ideal of R. Since Hom(Λ//, K)^I~ιjR as a right
i?-module for every essential left ideal / of R, we have Horn (Horn (Γ, K), K)
^/ΓVΛΘ θ/n 1 /^. Now the map a: Γ-* Horn (Horn (Γ, K), K) defined by
a(t)(f)=f(t), where ίEΪ 1,/GHom(7 1, K), is a homomorphism. It is evident
that a is a monomorphism, and so T is finitely generated. Hence M is also
finitely generated and thus M is projective.
Theorem 4.5. Let R be a Dedekind prime ring, let R be not simple and let
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M be a module with Hom(M, R)=Q=Ext(M, R). Then
(i) If R is cotorsion as a right R-module, then M is divisible.
(ii) IfR is not cotorsion as a right R-module, then M=0 (cf. Theorem 8.5
of [13]).
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, M is torsion-free.
(i) Since M is flat, we get an exact sequence 0^>M-^M®Q->M®K
->0 and so M®K is divisible, torsion. Assume that M is not divisible.
Then M®i£φO and so there are homomorphisms /eHom(i£, M®K) and
g<=Hom(M®K, K) such that £°/φO. Hence the map a: Hom(K, M®K)->
Jίom(K, K) defined by a(h)=gh for ΛeHom(K, M®K), is a nonzero homomor-
phism. Thus, by (A.6) in the appendix, there exists a homomorphism Oφ/3:
Ext(i£, M)->Έxt(K, R)=R. From the exact sequence 0-*R->Q^K->0, we
obtain the map δ: M->Έxt(K, M). Then βSG Horn(M, R) = 0 and so β
induces the map Oφ/9: Ext(K, M)/8(M)^R. Since Ext(K, M)β{M) is
divisible, β=0. This is a contradiction and so M is divisible.
(ii) If M is not reduced, then M contains a minimal right ideal eQ of £)
as a direct summand. Hence Ext(M, R)=0 implies that Ext(<2, JR)=O. This
is a contradiction and so M is reduced. Assume that MφO. Then by
Theorem 4.4 we may assume that dim M> X
o
. There is a submodule N of M
such that dim M/N= 1 and M/ΛΓ is torsion-free.
If Hom(iV, R)=0, then we have the following exact sequence
0 = Hom(iV, R) -> Ext(M/ΛΓ, R) -> Ext(M, i?) = 0 .
Hence by Theorem 4.4, M/N is projective and thus M=N@MfN. So
Hom(M, i?)4=0, which is a contradiction.
If Horn (TV, R) Φ 0, then there is a nonzero homomorphism /: N->R.
Since #P^Ext(jKp, R) and the sequence 0-^N-+M-^MjN->t) is P°°-pure, /
can be extended to a homomorphism /: M-+ j£P. So there is a nonzero map
#: M^>R/Pn for some w. Applying Hom(M, ) to the exact sequence 0->PM
->R->R/Pn->0y we get the exact sequence
0 = Hom(M, R) -> Hom(M, RjPn) -> Ext(M, Pn) = 0 .
(The last term is zero, since P n is finitely generated, projective and Ext(M, R)
=0). Hence Hom(M, R/Pn)=0y which is a contradiction. Thus we have
M=0.
Finally we shall study the module M which have the following property:
Ext(M, Γ ) = 0 for every torsion module T. Modules with this property are
dual of cotorsion modules. In case of modules over commutative Dedekind
domains, these modules was investigated by Nunke [13]. If R is bounded,
then we have
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Theorem 4.6. Let R he a bounded Dedekind prime ring. If Ext(M, T)=0
for every torsion module T, then M is torsion-free and every submodule of M with
countable dimeniosn is protective (cf. Theorem 8.4 of [13]).
Proof. By the same way as in Theorem 4.4, we may assume that M itself
has a finite dimension, and show that it is projective. Assume that dim M=n.
Then there are a finitely generated projective module U and a torsion module
T such that
( 1 ) 0-> U->M^T->0
is exact. Now let i V ^ Σ θ ^ " 1 / ^ where A ranges over nonzero ideals of R.
From the sequence (1) we get the exact sequence (as a left i?-module)
( 2) Hom(i7, N) -> Ext(Γ, N) -> Ext(M, N) = 0 .
Since Hom(C7, iV) is torsion, we obtain that Ext(T, N) is also torsion. First we
shall prove that Ext(Γ, N) is of bounded order as a left i?-module. The exact
sequence
(3) o-ΛΓ-Σeρ/tf-^Σθδ/^-o
is an injective resolution of N. Applying Hom(Γ, ) to the sequence (3), we
get an exact sequence:
Hom(Γ, Σ θ ρ / i ? ) - Hom(Γ, ^QIA^E^T, ΛΓ)-O. Hom(Γ, ^®Q/A)
and Hom(71, Q/A"1) are both reduced, algebraically compact by the similar way
as in Theorem 46.1 of [4]. Thus Ext(Γ, N) is of bounded order by (A.I),
(A.3), (A.8) and (A.9) in the appendix. Next we shall prove that T is of
bounded order. Assume that T is not bounded order. If T is reduced, then
by Theorem 3.2 of [9] and Lemma 1.3 of [11], there are submodules {ΓM,} {Kn}
of T with the following properties:
( i )
(ii)
(iii) 0 ( ^ ) 3 0 ( ^ ) 3 . . - , and O(T
n
) is of bounded order.
Let O(T
n
)=A
n
. Then there is a map φ
n
\ T
n
~^QjA~Ύ such that the submodule
φ
n
(T
n
) has an order A
n
 (cf. Theorems 3.7 and 3.38 of [9]). It is easily seen
that Aφ
n
Φ{0} for every ideal A containing A
n
 and that 0φr<pM (rei?) is not
factored T
n
^^®QjR^—>Y^®QIA-\ Thus we obtain that Ext(Γ, N)
(^Hom(Γ, Σ θ ! ? / ^ ' 1 ) / ! 1 1 1 / * ) is °f unbounded order, which is a contradiction.
Thus T is of bounded order. If T is not reduced, then T contains a module
of type P°° as a direct summand. Now we consider the exact sequence 0->
P~njR^QP/R-»Qp\P~n->0, which is an injective resolution of P~n\R. Let q
be a nonzero element of P'n. We define a mapping qt\ KP (=QpjR)-» QP\P~n
by (x+R) -> (qx+P~n). Then it is easily verified that q
ι
 is factored KP -> QP/R
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->QPIP-n if and only if q(=R. Thus Ext(KPy P-njR) contains an element of
order Pn. Since KP is a direct sum of a finite copies of the module of type P°°,
Ext(3π, N) is of unbounded order, which is a contradiction. Thus T is of
bounded order. Finally, we shall prove that M is projective. Since M is finite
dimensional and torsion-free, there is a positive integer m such that U S M
C Σ ^ Θ ^ Since T is of bounded order, there exists a nonzero ideal A of R
such that ΛL4SZ7. Thus we obtain MS-UA'1 in Σ m θ ζ λ It ί s c l e a r t h a t
UA'1 is finitely generated, and thus M is also finitely generated. So M is
projective by Theorem 3.1 of [9].
REMARK. From the proof of Theorem 4.6, we know that if Ext(M, N)=0,
where N=^®A~1/Ry A ranges over all nonzero ideals of R and R is bounded,
then M is torsion-free and every submodule of M with countable dimension is
projective. In case of modules over commutative Dedekind domains, this
result was also proved by Nunke [13]. But if R is not bounded, then the above
result does not hold. For example, let / be a completely faithful right ideal of
R. Then it is evident that Ext(i?/7, iV)=0 and Rjl is not projective.
5. P-basic submodules
Let P be a prime ideal of R. A submodule B of a module M is called a
P-basic submodule if it satisfies the following conditions:
( i ) B is a direct sum of uniform right ideals and modules of type R(Pn)
(n=l,2 f . . .)>
(ii) 5isP ω -pure in M,
(iii) M\B is P-divisible.
In this section, we shall show, under the assumption dim R=dim R/P, that
a P-basic submodule of a module exists and that the dimension of any two P-basic
submodules of the module is an invariant for the module.
We now give some examples of R satisfying the condition dim 1?=dim R/P.
( i ) A commutative Dedekind domain R and the total matrix ring over
R satify the condition.
(ii) If R is a ^-discrete valuation ring in the sense of [10], then dimi?=
dim R/P.
Let RP be the local ring of R with respect to P and let C(P)= {r \ rR+P=Ry
r^R}—{r\Rr+P=R}. Then R satisfies the Ore condition with respect to
C(P) and RP=:{ac-ι\a^Ry CEΞC(P)}. Further RnjP^RPjPfn for every n,
where P/=PPR=RPP (cf. [8]).
Throughout this section, we assume that dim R=dim R/P. Then, since
dimΛ=dimi?P, we have d imR P = dimRP/P'. Thus, by Hilfssatz 3.7 of [12],
idempotents in RPjPr can be lifted to RP and so RP is a ^ -discrete valuation
ring in the sense of [10].
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Lemma 5.1. Assume that dim R=dim RjP. If M is uniform, P-reduced and
torsion-free, then it contains a P-basic submodule.
Proof. It is evident that a torsion-free module X is P-reduced if and only
if X®RP is reduced as an jRP-module. Thus if M is uniform, P-reduced and
torsion-free, then M®RP is uniform and reduced as an i?P-module. By Lemma
3.3 of [10], M®RP^eRP, where e is a uniform idempotent in RP. It is evident
that eR is a P-basic submodule of eRP and that (eRP/&R)P=0. Thus M®RP
has a P-basic submodule N'. Now we let N=MpιN'. Then, since
(M®RP)IN/^MjN and (M®RPIN')P=0, we have the exact sequence 0->N
->M^MIN-+0 is Pω-pure. Since R is hereditary, N is projective. From
the exact sequence 0^(MP+N)->M->M/(MP+N)-+0, we have the
exact sequence 0->(MP+N)®RP->M®RP-+MI(MP+N)®RP^0. Since
(MP+N)®RP=(M®RP)P+N®RP=M®RP, we have MI(MP+N)®RP=0
and so MI(MP+N)=0, because M\{MP+N) is P-primary. Thus M/N is
P-divisible.
Lemma 5.2. Assume that dim R = dim R/P. If M is not a P-divisible
module, then there exists a Pω-pure, P-reduced and uniform submodule U of M.
Further, if U is torsion, then it is a module of type R(Pn), and if U is torsion-free,
then it is projective.
Proof. We may assume that M is reduced.
(a) If M is torsion-free and P-reduced, then for any uniform submodule
V of M, we put V*={x<=M\xPωS>V for some n}. It is clear that F * is
Pω-pure in M. By Lemma 5.1, F* contains a P-basic submodule U. It is
evident that U is projective, uniform and Pω-pure in M.
(b) If M is torsion-free and not P-reduced, then MP°°Φθ. It is evident
that MjMP°° is P-reduced. From the proof of Lemma 2.5, MP°° is a QP-
module and thus M=M/MP°° has no P-primary submodules. Therefore M is
torsion-free, because M is P-reduced. By (a), there exists a Pω-pure, uniform
and projective submodule U of M. Let N be the inverse image in M of f7.
Then N=MP°°(B U with U^U. It can be easily checked that N is Pω-pure
in M, and so U is also Pω-pure in M.
(c) If M is not torsion-free, then M
τ
 Φ 0. Suppose that MP is not
divisible. Then, by Theorem 3.24 of [9], MP contains a module C/of type R(Pn)
as a direct summand. It is clear that U is Pω-pure in M. Next suppose that
MP is divisible. Then Mτ is P-divisible. Applying Hom(i£P, ) to the P°°-ρure
exact sequence 0->M
τ
~>M~>MjM
τ
-> 0, we obtain the following commutative
diagram with exact rows:
0 =
0 =
Έxt(Kp,
II
P~ext(i5
M
τ
)
:P,M T)
-H>- Ext(KP,
Ul
-> P°°ext(ϋ
M) -
ZP,M)
—*• Έxt(KP
->P-ext(KP
,M\MT
Ul
, Mj M
τ
) -*• 0
->0.
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If MjM
τ
 is P-divisible, then, from the above diagram and Proposition 3.1, it
follows that M is also P-divisible, which is a contradiction. Hence M=M/MT
is not P-divisible. By (a) or (b), there exists a Pω-pure, uniform and projective
submodule Uof M. Let N be the inverse image in M of Ό. Then N=MT® U
and U^U. We can easily prove that N is Pω-pure in M, and so U is Pω-ρure
in M.
Lemma 5.3. Assume that dim R=dim R/P. Let S be a Pω-pure submodule
of a module M such that MjS is not P-divisible. Then there exists a uniform
submodule Usuch that S Π U=0 and SφU is again Pω-pure. If U is torsion-free,
then it is projective. If U is torsion, then it is a module of type R{Pn).
Proof. Let M=M/S. Then, by Lemma 5.2, there exists a Pω-pure and
uniform submodule U of M, Let N be the inverse image in M of Ό. Then
the exact sequence 0->S->N->U^0 is Pω-pure. If Ό is projective, then
N=S(BU and U^U. If 0 is a module of type R(Pn)> then, by Lemma 1.1,
the sequence splits and so N=S(BU and U^D. From the Pω-purity of U
and S, we obtain at once that N is again Pω-pure.
From Lemma 5.3 and Zorn's lemma we have
Theorem 5.4. Assume that dim R=dim R/P. Then every module contains
a P-basίc submodule.
Let B be a P-basic submodule of a module M. We collect the uniform
direct summands of the same order in a decomposition of B, and form their
direct sums to obtain
( 1 ) 5 = 5 0 0 ^ 0 , 8 , 0 - 0 ^ 0 . . . , where
( 2 ) B
o
 is a direct sum of uniform right ideals and B
n
=^]®R(Pn).
Now the proof of the following theorem proceeds as that of Theorem 32.4
of [4] replacing the prime integer pn by the generators of Pn as a left i?-module.
Theorem 5.5. Assume that dimR—dίmRjP. Let B be a submodule of a
module M, and assume that B satisfies the conditions (1) and (2). Then B is a
P-basic submodule of M if and only if it satisfies the following two conditions:
(i) B
o
 is Pω-pure in M.
(ii) M=B
λ
®-®B
n
®{B*+MPn) for every n,
where 5 * = 5
o
© 5 l l + 1 0 5 l l + 2 0 . - . (cf. Theorem 32.4 of [4]).
Lemma 5.6. Assume that dimR^dίmRjP. Let B = BQ®BV® ••• 0
5
Λ
0 be a P-basic submodule of M. Then
(i) MPn(B0+MPn)=MPPn.
(ii) 5
o
n(M
Proof. Since 0^B0->M-^MIBo->0 is P
ω
-pure and (B0)P=0, we have
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MP^(MIB0)P=(MP+BQ)IB0. Hence [M/(MP+B 0)]P=0 and so 0-+(MP+Bo)
->M->MI(MP + B0)->0 is Pω-pure. Thus we have MPn pι(MP + BQ) =
(MP-\-B0)Pn. From this equality, the lemma follows immediately.
Lemma 5.7. Assume that dim R=dim R/P. If U is a uniform right ideal
ofR, then UjUP is a simple R-module.
Proof. From the exact sequence 0-» UP-> U-+ U/UP-+0, we obtain the
exact sequence 0-+UP®RP-*U®RP-+(UIUP)®RP-+0. It is clear that
U®RP is reduced and uniform as an i?P-module, and so U®RP~eRP by
Lemma 3.3 of [10]. By Lemma 3.1 of [10], (UIUP)®RP ( ^ U/UP) is a simple
jRp-moφile. Thus U/UP is a simple i?-module.
Theorem 5.8. Assume that dim R=dim R/P. Let B be a P-basic submodule
of a module M, and let B=BO®BX®. © 5 r t θ be as in Theorem 5.5. Then
(i) S P = J B 1 0 0 J B M 0 is a basic submodule of MP and so BP is unique
up to isomorphism.
(ii) The dimension of B
o
 is an invariant for M.
Proof, (i) Since MP is a fully invariant submodule of M, we have
M P = ( β 1 φ . . . e J 5 n ) e [ M P n ( 5 * + M P w ) ] , where B*=B0®Bn+1®Bn+2® ~. By
the modular law and Lemma 5.6, we obtain:
= MPP»+(Bn+1®Bn+2®.. ) .
Thus Mp=( J B i e . . Θ S n ) θ [ M P P w + ( β M + i e β M + 2 ® ..)], and so by Lemma 1.3
of [11], BP is a basic submodule of MP.
(ii) Let J5 0 =XL e Λ ©ί7 Λ , where UΛ is a uniform right ideal of R and Λ is
an index set. Then B0IBJP=^Λ®UJUΛP. By Lemma 5.7, UJUΛP is a
simple i?-module, and so it suffice to prove that B
o
jBJP is an invariant for M.
Since M^B0 + (MP+MP)^MP + B = M, and B0Γ)(MP + MP) = B0P by
Lemma 5.6, we obtain B
o
IB
o
P^BQl[Bof)(MP+MP)]^MllMP+MP). Thus
is an invariant for M.
Lemma 5.9. Assume that dim R—dim RjP.
(i) Let M = Σ Γ - i θ ϊ 7 f , where Ui is a uniform right ideal of R. If R is
bounded and P is a unique prime ideal of R, then M contains a P-basic submodule
different from M.
(ii) Let M be not P-divisible with M P = 0 . If R is not bounded or has a
prime ideal different from P, then M has at least two P-basic submodules.
Proof, (i) By assumption, R is a ^ -discrete valuation ring and so R=(D)k,
where D is a discrete valuation ring. Let e
n
 be the matrix unit with 1 in the
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(1, 1) position and zeros elsewhere. We note that a submodule B of a given
module N is basic if and only if Be
n
 is basic of Ne
u
 as a Z)-module. Now,
Λ^ii=ΣΓ-iΘ^f^n a n d C^ ί^ n is a uniform right ideal of D and so Me
xl contains
a basic submodule B
o
 different from Me
n
 by the same argument as in Lemma
35.1 of [4]. Thus M contains a P-basic submodule B0R different from M
(ii) Let B be a P-basic submodule of M. Then J5 is a direct sum of
uniform right ideals of R. First assume that R has a prime ideals P ' different
from P, then BP'+B, (B/BP%=0 and 5/5P' is P-divisible, because P+P'=R.
Thus BP' is a P-basic submodule of M different from B. Next assume that R
is not bounded. Then R has a completely faithful right ideal. It is evident that
0 = Π /, where / ranges over all completely faithful maximal right ideals of R
(cf. Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 of [8]). So for any uniform right ideal U, there is
a completely faithful maximal right ideal / such that U^I, and so 0Φ UI(Uf]I)
is C-primary, because R/I^ U/(U Π /). Hence we have a submodule Br of B
such that O^B/B' is C-primary. Thus B' is a P-basic submodule different
from M.
Lemma 5.10. Assume that dimR=RjP and that R is bounded with unique
prime ideal P. Let M be P-reduced and torsion-free, and let B be a P-basic sub-
module of M with dimB=n<oo
m
 If B is only one P-basic submodule of M, then
M=B.
Proof. If BΓϊ V=0, where 0 φ V is a uniform submodule of M, then, by
Lemma 5.1, V*={X\XEΞM, xPnS=V for some w} has a P-basic submodule U.
Thus there exists a P-basic submodule of M containing U, which is a contra-
diction, because P Π ΰ = 0 . Hence M is an essential extension of B and so
MjB is torsion. Since MP=0 and B is Pω-ρure, we have (M/5) P =(M/i?) τ =0,
because R is a ^ -discrete valuation ring. Hence M=B.
Theorem 5.11. Assume that dίmR=dimRjP. Let M be a module. Then
(i) If P is a unique maximal ideal of R and R is bounded, then M has exactly
one P-basic submodule if and only if M is either of the following three types
(ii) If R is not bounded or R has a prime ideal different from P, then M has
exactly one P-basic submodule if and only if M is either (a) or (b)
(a) M is P-divisible,
(b) M=N®T, where N is P-divisible with NP=0 and T is a P-primary
module with bouunded order,
(c) M=N©T, where N is protective with finite dimension and T is a
P-primary module with bounded order (cf. Theorem 35.3 of [4]).
Proof. First we note that a P-primary module has only one P-basic sub-
module if and only if it is either divisible or bounded (cf. Theorem 31.3 of [3]).
From this fact and Theorem 5.8, we get that if (a) holds, then 0 is the only
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P-basic submodule, and that if (b) holds, then T is the only P-basic submodule.
Assume that (c) holds and that P is a unique prime ideal of R and R is
bounded. Then for any P-basic submodule B of M, we have M\B={M\B)Pn
=(NPnjrB)IB for some large n, and so M\B is finitely generated and divisible.
Thus M/B=0 and so M=B.
Conversely, assume that M has only one P-basic submodule B. Then
B=BQφBP, where Bo is a projective module with finite dimension by Lemma
5.9 and BP is a P-primary module with bounded order. If Bo=BP=Of then
we obtain (a). If B0=0 and J3PΦθ, then MP=BP is of bounded order. Let
MPP
n
=0. Then from the Pω-purity of the sequence 0-*MP->M-+MIMP->0 we
obtain MPnΓ\MP=MPP
n
=0. Let M=MjMPn and let MP=(MPn®MP)IMPn.
Then it is clear that MP is P
ω
-pure in M and so M—MP®N by Lemma 1.1.
Let N be the inverse image in M of N. Then we get M=MPQ)N and N is
P-divisible with NP=0. Finally if # 0 φ 0 , then we have M=MP(BN, where
NP=0. It is evident that N has only one P-basic submodule L. Now, if R is
bounded or has a prime ideal different from P, then N has P-basic submodules
more than two by Lemma 5.9. This is a contradiction. If R is bounded and
P is a unique prime ideal of R, i.e., R is a ^-discrete valuation ring, then iV is
torsion-free, because NP=NT, and NP°° is divisible. Hence N=NINP°° is also
torsion-free. It is evident that L=L^NP°°INP°° is only one P-basic submodule
of N. Thus, by Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10, we have N=L, i.e., N=NP°°®L. So
it suffices to prove that NP°°=0. Assume that OφiVP00. Let L=
where U{ is a uniform right ideal of R and let U1=u1R-]
Since N is torsion-free, NP°° contains a uniform right ideal V—v
such that U
x
Lv and f{u{)=υ{. We put V^^t'-ifa+vJR and put Lx= Vλ+
U2-\ \-Un. Then it is clear that V^ Ux. Further we can easily prove that
^ 1 Π ( t / 2 θ — θC/«)=0 and that N=NP°°®L1. Thus Lx is P-basic of iV and
L^L. This is a contradiction and so NP°°=0. Thus we get M=MPQ)N,
where N is finitely generated, projective. If BP=MP, then we obtain (c). If
BP=0 and MP=j=0, then MP is divisible.Since UJU^ is a direct sum of simple
and P-primary modules, there is a nonzero map/: U1-^MP. We put f(ui)=vi
(l^i^fc), ^i=Σ<ii(«ί+v,.)Λ and iV1=ΪF1+[/2H |-ϊ/«. Then we obtain
M=MPξBNXi N^N and N^N. It is clear that Nt is P-basic of M. This
is a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.11.
We denote the cardinal number of a set M by \M\.
Theorem 5.12. Assume that dim R=dim R/P for every prime ideal P of R
and that R is bounded. If M is a reduced module and if BP is a P-basic submodule
of M for every P, then
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Proof. Let B = ^2PBP. Then MjB is divisible, and so
0M
Λ
/5, where MJB^R(P°°) for some prime ideal P of R or MJB is isomor-
phic to a minimal right ideal of Q and Λ is an index set. In both cases, there
is an epimorphism f
Λ
: Q->MJB. Since Q=^i^iCj1R where c{ ranges over
all regular elements of R and I is an index set. Now we define i^j (i>J€Ξl)
to mean cJ^ R^c^R. We put f
Λ
(cT1)=X
Λf . For i^>j(i,j^I), there exists a
regular element d^^R such that cJ1=cj1diJ, and so %Λi=%Λjdij. Hence there
is an element b
ΛtiJ&B with xΛi—xΛjdiJ=bΛfij. If for αΦ/3 (α, j8εΛ), the
vectors (•••, &
Λ>ί j , •••) and (•••, bβiJ, •••) are equal, then we have χai—χβi=
(x*J-—Xβj)dij for ίl>y. Let N be the submodule of M which is generated
by the elements {x
ai—xβi\iξ=I}. To prove that N is divisible, we let
x=(xai~χβi)ri-\ \-(xaP~xap)rP be any element of N and let c be any regular
element of R. Since ^71=(cc/)~V, we get (xΛi—Xβi)=(xIΛki~^Xβk^cy where cci=ck.
(Λ# e 7 ) , and so x^NcR. Since i? is bounded, JV is divisible and thus iV=0.
Hence | Λ | does not exceed the cardinality of the set of vectors (•••, b
Λtij, •••)
in B. It is evident that the cardinality of the latter set does not exceed \B\|2?l.
Thus we have
On the other hand, | # | ^ I Σ P Θ ^ P I ^(Σpl-Bp|) | Λ |> because the cardinal
number of the set of prime ideals of R does not exceed \R\. Hence \B\ιR{
^(Σp\BP\yR^=(Έp\BP\yRK and so
Appendix
We shall present, in this appendix, some elementary facts about cotorsion
modules which are obtained by modifying the methods used in the corresponding
ones in abelian groups (cf. [4] and [13]).
(A.I) An epimorphic image of a cotorsion module is cotorsion.
(A.2) A direct product ΐί
a
G
Λ
 is cotorsion if and only if every summand
G
a
 is cotorsion.
(A.3) Let G be reduced and cotorsion. Then a submodule H of G is
cotorsion if and only if GjH is reduced.
(A.4) Let S be any one of the set {P, C, T}. If G is 5-reduced
and S~-pure injective, then G^Ext(i£
s
, G). In case S=T, G^Έxt(K
c
, G)
ΘIL>Ext(i£P, G).
(A.5) Let M be an (i?, i?)-bimodule such that M is torsion as a left
i?-module and let N be a module. Then Ext(M, N) is reduced and cotorsion.
(A.6) Let M be torsion-free. Then lti^lίoτn(K, M®K)^Ext(K, M)
and UP^Έxt{KPy M) (cf. also, Theorem 5.4 of [15]).
A reduced and cotorsion module is called adjusted if it has no nonzero
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torsion-free direct summands. Let M be a reduced module. Then the ex-
actness ofO->M
τ
->M->M/M
τ
->0 gives the exactness of
( 1 ) 0-> ExtCK, M
τ
) -> Ext (if, M) -> Ext (if, M/M
τ
) -> 0 .
Now Ext (K, M/M
τ
) is torsion-free, cotorsion, and Ext (if, M
τ
) is adjusted
(cf. §55 of [4]). Thus we have
( 2) Ext(if, M)^Ext(K, M
τ
)®Ext(JSΓ, MjM
τ
).
For adjusted modules, we have
(A.7) The mapping
( 3 ) Γ->Ext(if, T) = G
gives a one-to-one correspondence between all reduced, torsion modules T and
all adjusted modules G. The inverse of (3) is given by the correspondence:
G->GT (cf. Theorem 55.6 of [4]).
For the rest of this appendix we assume that R is bounded.
(A.8) Every algebraically compact module is cotorsion.
(A.9) Let G be a torsion module. Then G is cotorsion if and only if G
is of bounded order.
(A. 10) Let R be not cotorsion as a right ϋ-module, and let M be a finitely
generated module. Then M is cotorsion if and only if it is a torsion module.
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